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ABSTRACT: A uniform and crack-free metal−organic framework
(MOF) thin film composed of free-standing acicular nanorods was
grown on a transparent conducting glass substrate. The MOF thin film
exhibits electrochromic switching between yellow and deep blue by means
of a one-electron redox reaction at its pyrene-based linkers. The rigid MOF
stabilizes the radical cations of the pyrene linkers at positive applied
potential, resulting in the reversible color change of the MOF film. The
regular and uniform channels of the MOF allow ions to migrate through
the entire film. The MOF thin film thus exhibits a remarkable color change
and rapid switching rate.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Electrochromic materials exhibit reversible and persistent color
change by means of redox reactions.1 These materials have
attracted much attention over the last few decades because they
can be used as smart windows, display devices, vehicle sunroofs,
and antiglare mirrors for cars.2−4 Recently, electrochromic thin
films have come to the forefront as an attractive alternative to
soluble electrochromic materials since they show faster
switching rates and optical memory.5 Metal oxides,6,7 Prussian
blue and its analogues,8,9 and conducting polymers2,10 have all
found application as electrochromic thin films. Since it is
imperative for these materials that ions be transported into and
out of the film during the redox chemistry so as to maintain
electroneutrality,11 faster ion transport should directly enhance
the switching rate of electrochromic thin films. Thus, uniform
and tunable porosity is an attractive feature that enables facile
ion transport and ensures that the entire film is redox-active.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of porous

materials constructed from metal-based nodes and organic
linkers.12−14 Their high permanent porosity,15 nanostructured
pores, and tunable pore compositions have led to their
consideration for a remarkably broad range of applications,
including gas storage,16 chemical separations,17 catalysis,18,19

and chemical sensing.20 Given these exciting properties, MOFs

would seem to be attractive candidates for electrochromic thin
films.21 The first fundamental study of the electrochromism in
flat MOF thin films containing naphthalene diimide-based
linkers has been recently reported.22

We reasoned that nanostructured MOFs might well exhibit
exceptional switching rates; it is well-known that materials with
at least one dimension at the nanoscale, i.e., less than 30 nm,
can exhibit unique physical properties compared to their bulk
counterparts.23 Among the various known nanostructures, one-
dimensional (1D) nanostructures have become the focus of
intensive research because of their typically superior electron
and thermal transport properties.24 Several MOF 1D
nanostructures have been synthesized, including nanowires,25,26

nanotubes,27 and nanorods.28−31 However, these nanostruc-
tures have largely been prepared as crystalline powders. Much
rarer are thin-film 1D nanostructured MOFs prepared on a
substrate.32−34 In light of electrochemical applications,
fabrication of MOF thin films on conducting substrates is
necessary. Furthermore, 1D nanostructures of MOFs arranged
on a substrate are expected to exhibit comparatively facile
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charge transport along the axial direction through the 1D
nanostructures to the substrate.35 However, to date, there are
no studies reporting the electrochromism of MOF 1D
nanostructures.
In this study, thin films composed of 1D free-standing

acicular nanorods of MOF were grown on transparent fluorine-
doped tin oxide (FTO) conducting glass platforms. A MOF
constructed from Zr-nodes and TBAPy linkers (NU-901, vide
infra; H4TBAPy = 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-benzoic acid)pyrene36) was
selected (Figure 1a). The electrochromic behavior occurs by

means of a one-electron oxidation reaction at the TBAPy
linkers with the formation of radical cations. The rigid
framework prevents the dimerization of radical cations37

when the TBAPy linkers are oxidized, resulting in a reversible
change in color of the MOF film. The regular and uniform
channels of NU-901 should allow ions to migrate through the
entire film, yet achieve entry from solution by traversing only
short distances. Additionally, the crystal structure of NU-901
features channels that are laterally interconnected by apertures
of sufficient size that can permit the ingress and egress of ions
such as hexafluorophosphate. Such features result in the
remarkable color change and facile switching of the MOF
electrochromic thin film.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. All chemicals, benzoic acid (Aldrich, 99.5%), ZrCl4

(Aldrich, 99.5%), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (Macron, 99.8%),
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) (VWR, 99.9%), hydrochloric acid
(Aldrich, 37%), acetone (Macron, 98%), deuterated dimethylsulfoxide
(d6-DMSO) (Cambridge, 99%), deuterated sulfuric acid (D2SO4)
(Cambridge, 96−98% solution in D2O), dichloromethane (DCM)
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.6%), and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophos-
phate (TBAPF6) (Fluka, 98.0%), were used as received without further
purification. The chemicals used for the synthesis of the 1,3,6,8-
tetrakis(p-benzoic acid)pyrene (H4TBAPy) linkers were the same as
those reported in our previous work.36a

Preparation of the NU-901 MOF Thin Film. The fluorine-doped
tin oxide (FTO) glass substrate (15 Ω/sq, Hartford Glass), with a size
of 2.5 × 1.25 cm, was washed in soapy water, ethanol, and acetone by
sonication for 15 min sequentially. Thereafter, the substrate was dried
and soaked in a solution of 0.5 mM H4TBAPy in DMF at room
temperature for 12 h. The detailed synthesis of the H4TBAPy has been
reported in our previous work.36a The substrate was then cleaned with
DMF and dried. A 1.35 g portion of benzoic acid and 35 mg of ZrCl4
were added into 8 mL of DMF in a 6 dram glass vial and ultrasonically
dissolved. Thereafter, the solution was placed into an oven at 80 °C for
2 h. After cooling down the solution to room temperature, 20 mg of
H4TBAPy was added into this solution and the mixture was sonicated
for 20 min to dissolve all the H4TBAPy linkers. The solution was then
transferred into a 20 mL screw-thread sample vial (Cole-Parmer, 28
mm × 57 mm), equipped with a urea cap and a PTFE foam-backed
liner. The as-prepared FTO substrate was then placed into the
solution, with the conducting side facing down to the bottom. The cap
was closed tightly, and the vial was then placed on the bottom of a
gravity convection oven (VWR symphony) with the temperature set at
120 °C. The bottom of the oven provided a temperature gradient
inside the vial, which is necessary for the growth of the thin film. The
FTO substrate was taken out from the vial after 4.5 h of reaction. After
removing all the precipitations on the back side of the substrate, the
substrate was washed with DMF; a uniform yellow MOF thin film
could be observed on the front side of the FTO substrate. Finally, the
FTO substrate with the MOF thin film was soaked in a pure DMF
solution for 24 h to remove all the excess reagents in the pores of the
MOF thin film. After the final step of washing with DMF, the NU-901
MOF thin film was obtained.

Instrumentation. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) experiments
were conducted on a Bruker MX IμS microsource with Cu Kα
radiation and an Apex II CCD detector. The samples for PXRD
measurements were collected by scraping the as-prepared NU-901
thin films from their substrates. The data were collected on an area
detector with rotation frames over 180° in φ and at 2θ values of 12, 24,
and 36° being exposed for 10 min at each frame. Overlapping sections
of data were matched, and the obtained pattern was integrated using
Bruker’s APEX2 phase ID program. The PXRD patterns were treated
for amorphous background scatter. Thin-film XRD patterns were
measured on a Rigaku ATX-G thin-film diffraction workstation. 1H
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a 500
MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer and referenced to the residual
solvent peak. For NMR sample preparation, the as-prepared NU-901
thin films were scraped from the FTO substrates and dissolved in a few
drops of D2SO4 by sonication. The obtained solution was thus mixed
with d6-DMSO and ready for NMR measurement. Diffuse reflectance
infrared spectra (DRIFTS) were recorded on a Nicolet 7600 FTIR
spectrometer equipped with an MCT detector. The spectra were
collected under N2 purge. The samples were prepared by scraping the
NU-901 thin films from the FTO substrates and mixing the powder
with KBr in the atmosphere. KBr was utilized as the background.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected on a
Hitachi SU8030 SEM, and the transmittance electron microscopy
(TEM) images were collected on a Hitachi HT7700 TEM.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments for the NU-901 thin films
were performed on a CHI 660 electrochemical workstation (CH
Instruments, Inc., USA). A three-electrode electrochemical setup was

Figure 1. (a) The structure of NU-901. For simplicity, hydrogen
atoms and benzoate ligands are not shown. (b) Experimental XRD
patterns of (i) the as-prepared MOF thin film and (ii) powder scraped
from FTO substrates. (iii) Simulated XRD pattern of NU-901.
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used, with the NU-901 thin film/FTO glass electrode, a platinum
mesh, and a Ag/AgCl/KCl (sat’d) electrode (homemade) as the
working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode,
respectively. The solution of 0.1 M TBAPF6 in DCM was used as
the electrolyte. The UV−visible (UV−vis) spectra of the NU-901 thin
film at various applied potentials were measured on the same
electrochemical setup coupled with a Shimadzu 1601 UV−vis
spectrometer. The optical transmittance kinetic curve of the NU-901
thin film/FTO glass electrode was also measured on the same setup.
CV experiments for the H4TBAPy linker were conducted on the

same CHI 660 electrochemical workstation. A platinum disk electrode,
a platinum mesh, and a Ag/AgCl/KCl (sat’d) electrode (homemade)
were used as the working electrode, counter electrode, and reference
electrode, respectively. The DMSO solution containing 0.5 mM of
H4TBAPy and 0.1 M of TBAPF6 was used as the electrolyte here.
For electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements, the

NU-901 thin films were oxidized by applying 1.6 V vs Ag/AgCl/KCl
(sat’d) on the same electrochemical setup mentioned above in an Ar
glovebox. After 60 s of applying potential, the blue films on the FTO
substrates were removed from the solution and scraped from the
substrates. The scraped blue powder was collected into a quartz
sample tube (2 mm o.d. × 1 mm i.d.), and then the tube was sealed by
UV-curing resin before moving it out from the glovebox. The yellow
NU-901 thin films without applying potential were also collected into
a quartz tube in the glovebox for reference. Steady-state continuous-
wave EPR (CW-EPR) spectra were measured using a Bruker Elexsys
E580 X-Band EPR spectrometer with a Bruker EN 4118X-MD4
resonator. Microwave power was set to 2 mW, and field modulation
was set to 0.010 mT at 100 kHz. All measurements were performed at
295 K.
All Raman measurements were conducted using an inverted

microscope. The 594 nm excitation light (spectra-physics, 594 nm)
was collimated, and a 20× objective was used to focus laser light onto
the sample surface and collect scattered light, which was then
dispersed in a 1/3 m spectrograph by a 1200 groove/mm grating onto
a back-illuminated LN2-cooled charge-coupled device (Spec10:400BR,
Princeton Instruments). Raman spectra of the NU-901 thin film at
various applied potentials were measured with the same three-
electrode electrochemical setup mentioned above. The solution of 0.1
M TBAPF6 in DCM was used as the electrolyte. Surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) measurements for the H4TBAPy ligand
were performed on a Ag film over the nanosphere substrate38

fabricated with a sphere mask composed of 390 nm SiO2 spheres
packed onto a piranha cleaned and base-treated #1.5 glass coverslip.
Ag metal (200 nm) was deposited onto the sphere mask to create a
plasmonic substrate for 594 nm SERS. A 20 μL aliquot of the 0.5 mM
H4TBAPy solution in DMF was dropped on the substrate. After drying
in air for 2 h, the substrate was used for SERS measurement.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystallinity of the as-prepared thin films was examined by X-
ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD patterns of the as-prepared
MOF thin film and the powder scraped from the FTO substrate
are shown in Figure 1b. Two major diffraction peaks located at
5.3 and 7.6° can be observed in both experimental patterns,
indicating that the polycrystalline MOF film does not show a
preferred orientation. Given the nanocrystalline nature of the
film, we had to resort to molecular simulations for structure
evaluation.16,39 As shown in Figure 1b, both experimental
patterns nicely agree with the simulated XRD pattern of NU-
901. Appling the Scherrer equation to the broad experimental
peaks points to a crystallite size of ca. 10 nm; this value is
broadly consistent with the rod widths observed by electron
microscopy (shown in Figure 2a). The crystal structure of NU-
901 is composed of diamond-shaped channels with the pore
size of 29 Å in length and 12 Å in width; the channel size is
large enough for the transport of ions such as tetrabutylammo-

nium (9.9 Å) and hexafluorophosphate (5.5 Å). Note that, in
the presence of the substrate and under different synthetic
conditions, a completely different MOF topology (with
diamond-shaped channels) containing Zr6-based nodes and
H4TBAPy ligands is formed compared to the MOF with
hexagonal channels obtained in our previously reported
work.36a The uniform channels of NU-901 are anticipated to
provide ion transport through the whole film, which is
beneficial for eliciting electrochromism. 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra of dissolved samples indicate that
the MOF thin film contains both benzoic acid and TBAPy
linkers (Figure S1, Supporting Information). This is as
expected, given that benzoic acid is known to coordinate to
otherwise vacant sites on hexazirconium nodes.36a The
presence of −OH groups on hexazirconium nodes was
confirmed by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform
spectroscopy (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
To image the morphology of the NU-901 thin films, plane-

view scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were
utilized. High- and low-magnification images are shown in

Figure 2. Plane-view SEM images of the NU-901 thin film grown for
4.5 h at (a) high magnification and (b) low magnification. (c) Cross-
sectional SEM image of the NU-901 thin film. (d) TEM image of the
NU-901 acicular nanorods scraped from the FTO substrate. Plane-
view SEM images of the NU-901 thin film grown for 3 h at (e) high
magnification and (f) low magnification. (g) Cartoon representation of
growth of the NU-901 film.
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Figure 2a,b, respectively. It can be observed that the NU-901
thin film is composed of free-standing acicular nanorods, and
those nanorods are arranged uniformly on the FTO substrate.
Figure 2b also shows the uniform, continuous, and crack-free
features of the NU-901 thin film in a large region. Cross-
sectional SEM imaging of the NU-901 film (Figure 2c) reveals
a uniform thickness of about 1 μm, with no gaps between the
film and FTO. Figure 2d shows a transmission electron
microscopic (TEM) image of nanorods of NU-901 scraped
from the FTO substrate. From the figure, the widths of the
nanorods range from about 10 to 30 nm.
To study the mechanism for the growth of the acicular MOF

nanorods on FTO glass, a shorter synthesis period (3 h) was
used. Under these conditions, surface-nucleated microflowers
composed of bunches of acicular nanorods were observed
(Figure 2e,f). It should be noted that only the bare FTO can be
seen between microflowers, implying that nanorods form
directly on the electrode rather than on an intervening
structureless MOF layer. Finally, with further immersion in
the reaction solution, the microflowers continue growing. After
4.5 h, the growing microflowers overlap sufficiently to yield the
macroscopically continuous film, composed of micro/nano-
scopically of free-standing acicular nanorods, shown in Figure
2g.
The pretreatment of the FTO substrate before thin film

growth (soaking the substrate into the TBAPy solution for 12
h) plays an important role in enabling the mechanism shown in
Figure 2g. The morphologies of the obtained thin films after
various syntheses were also recorded when the untreated FTO
substrates were directly used for thin film growth (see Figure
S3 in the Supporting Information). As shown in Figure S3a, an
intervening structureless layer was formed between the FTO
substrate and those nanorods.
Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of an NU-901 thin film on the

FTO substrate were measured in a 0.1 M solution of
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in di-
chloromethane (DCM), and the results are shown in Figure 3a.
Over the potential range of 0 to +1.6 V, one redox reaction can
be observed, with an anodic peak at 1.56 V and a cathodic peak
at 1.34 V (vs Ag/AgCl/KCl (sat’d)). The electrochemical
oxidation of pyrene-based dendrimers and polypyrene thin
films has been reported to happen at similarly positive applied
potentials.40,41 Because the Zr-nodes in the NU-901 thin film
are redox-inactive, the voltammetry peaks observed in Figure 3a
may be attributed to redox of the TBAPy linkers. Notably,
significant color changes of the NU-901 thin film are observed
during CV scans. The CV of the bare FTO substrate was also
measured using the same experimental setup (see Figure 3a);
the result indicates that the current from the FTO substrate is
neglectable compared to that from the NU-901 thin film.
UV−visible (UV−vis) spectra of the NU-901 thin film were

measured at various applied potentials; see Figure 3b. At 0 V,
the film shows only a single absorbance maximum (at 405 nm);
the spectrum is nearly the same at 0.5 V. At 1.2 V, an obvious
decrease in the peak at 405 nm and a slight increase in
absorbance at 587 nm can be seen. Increasing the potential
from 1.2 to 1.6 V yields a large increase in absorbance at 587
nm, as shown in Figure 3b. These spectroscopic changes are
manifest as a change in film color from yellow to deep blue; see
Figure 3c. The absorbance of the peak at 405 nm decreases
with increasing applied potential and shows a blue shift in the
maximum absorbance. A similar blue shift has been reported for

a soluble pyrene-based dendrimer upon electrochemical
oxidation in DCM.40

To assess the reversibility of the film-based redox reaction,
electrochromic switching tests between 0 and 1.6 V were
conducted. As shown in Figure 3c, when the potential switches
between these limits, a reversible color change from yellow to
deep blue is observed. An XRD pattern of NU-901 obtained
after 10 cycles of switching from 0 to 1.6 V is shown in Figure
S4 (Supporting Information) and clearly demonstrates that
crystallinity is retained.
To understand the chemical basis of the electrochromism, we

scraped yellow films (at 0 V) and the blue films (at 1.6 V) from
electrodes in an oxygen-free glovebox and collected continu-
ous-wave electron paramagnetic resonance (CW-EPR) data. X-
band spectra are shown in Figure 4a. As expected, the yellow
compound yielded no EPR signal. The blue sample (oxidized
sample), however, produced a significant signal, indicating the
presence of significant radicals. The spectrum agrees with
reported CW-EPR spectra of solid-supported pyrene radical
cations reported in the literature;42,43 thus, NU-901’s electro-
chromism can be attributed to the oxidation of TBAPy linkers.

Figure 3. (a) CVs of the NU-901 thin film/FTO electrode and bare
FTO electrode. (b) UV−vis spectra of the NU-901 thin film/FTO
electrode measured at various applied potentials vs Ag/AgCl/KCl
(sat’d). (c) Photos of the NU-901 thin film/FTO electrode at 0 and
1.6 V vs Ag/AgCl/KCl (sat’d). All experiments were conducted in 0.1
M TBAPF6/DCM solution.
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Raman spectroscopy measurements corroborated the assign-
ment. For both the blue and the yellow forms of the film,
signals characteristic of pyrene were observed (see Figure S5,
Supporting Information). Consistent with pyrene-derived
electrochromism, peaks were shifted slightly by film oxidation.
Additionally, peaks associated with pyrene were strongly
resonantly enhanced for the blue version of the film, as
expected if the color change is pyrene-based.
The kinetics of electrochromic switching was followed by

recording changes in film transmittance (587 nm) upon
stepping the potential of an NU-901-coated electrode between
0 and 1.6 V (and vice versa; see Figure 4b). The limiting
transmittance change (ΔT%) is 62%. The bleaching time and
the coloration time, defined as the time to reach 95% of the
limiting change ΔT%, were found to be 5 and 12 s,
respectively.44 Additionally, we believe that most of the NU-
901 thin film is redox-active during the electrochromic
switching.45 The coloration efficiency of the NU-901 thin
film, defined as the absorbance change at 587 nm between 0
and 1.6 V divided by the charge passed during the
switching,22,46 can be determined to be about 204 cm2/C.
The kinetics of electrochromic switching for the MOF film after
the removal of benzoates were also investigated to elucidate if
the benzoates coordinated on the hexazirconium nodes slow
down the observed switching rates (see Figure S7, Supporting
Information). Similar bleaching (6 s) and coloration times (10
s) were obtained from the benzoate-free material, indicating
that the effect of channel blocking by benzoates on switching

rate is negligible. The switching rate of the MOF films may be
limited by the transport of TBA ions through the channels of
NU-901. Ongoing work within our laboratory is focused on
investigating additional electrolytes and developing MOF
architectures that will facilitate rapid diffusion. Repetitive CV
measurements and long-term electrochromic switching of the
NU-901-coated electrode were also investigated, as shown in
Figure S8 (Supporting Information). The NU-901 film still
exhibits significant redox activity after 20 cycles of CV scan and
its ΔT% remains 38% after 60 cycles of electrochromic
switching. To investigate the cause for the decreasing ΔT%, few
drops of water were intentionally added into the electrolyte and
then the solution was used for the same switching measure-
ment. As shown in Figure S9 (Supporting Information), the
ΔT% decreases significantly after a few cycles of switching in
the wet DCM electrolyte; this observation indicates that the
decreasing ΔT% in both Figures S8b and S9 (Supporting
Information) is attributed to the degradation of pyrene radical
cations caused by reaction with water from the environment
(open air), which has been reported previously.47

CV measurements were also conducted in a solution of the
H4TBAPy ligand, with a Pt disk as the working electrode. As
shown in Figure S10 (Supporting Information), a pyrene
oxidation wave is readily observed. The wave, however, is
chemically irreversible, presumably because of dimerization of
the radical cations37behavior that is precluded for linker-
based pyrene radicals in the rigid MOF framework.

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, a new MOF, NU-901, that can be grown directly
on conductive FTO platforms in thin-film form, displays rapid
and reversible electrochromic behavior. The electrochromism is
facilitated both by the nanoscale porosity of the MOF and by
its unusual morphology; NU-901 films are composed of free-
standing acicular nanorods, with widths of 10−30 nm. At a
thickness of 1 μm, the films are macroscopically uniform,
continuous, and crack-free. Film switching between yellow and
deep blue is accomplished by changing the applied potential
between 0 and 1.6 V. Resonance Raman and EPR experiments
show that the color change is due to one-electron oxidation of
pyrene units located at the TBAPy linkers. The robust MOF
framework stabilizes the intensely colored pyrene radical
cations, in part by spatially isolating them and thereby
preventing their dimerization. Ongoing work is focused on
modulating the dynamics of electrochromic switching and on
accessing other color changes.
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